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THE RESULTS
Produced by regional think tank, the Centre for Western Sydney, this issues paper examines voting behaviours
across Western Sydney after the Australian 2022 federal election and what they might reveal about the region.
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Like the 2019 election, voting in Western Sydney continues to be dynamic with 
scattered and profound swings exceeding the national average.

With major party support returning to the outer west, the southwest emerged as the 
new battleground.

One of Labor’s safest seats, Fowler, in the southwest fell to independent, Dai Le.

The southwest also saw comparatively strong inroads for the United Australia Party.

Labor retook a former ‘heartland’ seat, Reid, on the strength of a highly localised 
campaign by political debutant, Sally Sitou.

Against national trends, Labor attracted well above average swings in five of Western 
Sydney’s 14 seats.

Penrith and surrounds held firm for the Liberals, with Melissa McIntosh among the 
party’s best performers, nationally, attracting a 1.5 per cent swing.
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IF THE MYTH STILL PERSISTS, Western Sydney voters proved unequivocally at the 2022 federal 
election that the region is anything but politically homogeneous. While the story nationally was 
the continued drift from the major parties, that cannot be said of Sydney’s west.

Major party support surged in some areas, collapsed in others, and an independent arrived on the 
scene. Notably, the region’s zone of electoral marginality has shifted from seats in the outer west 
to the southwest. This subregion, taking in the electorates of Banks (Liberal), Fowler 
(Independent), and Werriwa (Labor), is shaping as the new battleground.

Culturally diverse candidates performed strongly in particular seats; Sally Sitou and Dai Le in 
particular. However, even with new and diverse parliamentarians representing the region, male 
representatives still outnumber women MPs, and only one woman has a portfolio position 
compared with the region’s four male cabinet members.

SHIFTING
MARGINS
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“Major party support surged in some areas and 

collapsed in others.”
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VOTING IN WESTERN SYDNEY continues to be dynamic with scattered and profound swings 
exceeding the national average. While Labor’s avalanche of support in Western Australia 
attracted the headlines, some of the party’s biggest gains were secured in Sydney’s West. The 
region was, however, not without some very focussed challenges for the incoming government.

In the southwestern Sydney electorate of Fowler, Labor’s decision to overlook Chris Hayes’ 
recommendation, Tu Le in favour of Kristina Keneally proved a major miscalculation. The electorate 
turned to Fairfield deputy mayor and former Liberal, Dai Le, endorsing her as the new member 
with a 2.3 per cent two party-preferred majority.

The rise of the ‘Teal’ independents became the election night revelation in inner Sydney and 
Melbourne, but the script differed in Western Sydney. With the exception of Fowler, the political 
contest for the region generally centred on the two major parties.

SCATTERED AND
PROFOUND
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“The rise of the ‘Teal’ independents became the election

night revelation in inner Sydney and Melbourne, but the 

script differed in Western Sydney.”
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NATIONALLY, THE PRIMARY VOTE of both major parties declined, with Labor weathering a -0.63 
per cent swing, and the Coalition a -5.4 per cent decrease. Western Sydney deepened those falls. 
The drift from Labor in Sydney’s west was -1.71 per cent, and from the Liberals, -5.74. Those 
figures, however, belie some very notable exceptions.

Labor attracted major increases in its primary vote in Macquarie (+5 per cent), Reid (+4.6), and 
Greenway (+2.5). A ‘street-by-street’ focus on local issues and integrity appeared common factors. 
Where politicians and candidates ‘showed-up’, where they engaged intensively in community, 
ahead of partisan politics, they look to have been rewarded.

In Greenway, Michelle Rowland campaigned on commitments to “take politics out of infrastructure 
planning” and “ease congestion”. In Reid, Sally Sitou personalised her understanding of constituent 
aspirations as a “daughter of migrants who came to [Australia] for a better life”. And in Macquarie, 
Susan Templeman’s own experience of bushfire helped her to directly relate with residents of the 
mountains and the Hawkesbury enduring more recent fire and flood emergencies.

HYPER LOCAL
POLITICS
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“A ‘street-by-street’ focus on local issues and

integrity appeared common factors.”
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A FOCUS ON PERSONALLY CHAMPIONING local businesses, community facilities, woman’s safety 
and disaster relief saw Melissa McIntosh emerge almost the lone success story for the Liberals in 
Western Sydney.

Labor were late in selecting firefighter, Trevor Ross, affording him little time to build recognition. 
Contrastingly, McIntosh was active. She established an Advanced Manufacturing Taskforce during 
the last parliamentary term, linking the concerns of local firms to the national policy agenda via 
cabinet champions like Marise Payne, Stuart Robert and former Prime Minister, Scott Morrison.

The proposition for the Liberals elsewhere across the region was more challenging. Candidate 
selection in Parramatta was late and the primary vote dipped (-6.1 per cent) even in the face of 
comparably delayed, and outside candidate selection (Dr Andrew Charlton) on Labor’s part. In 
Mitchell the party’s campaign was drowned out by factionalism and suffered accordingly (-8.8). 
And in Banks support drifted (-5.6) mostly to conservative independents and minor parties.

ANOMALIES
AND ANGLES
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“Candidate selection in Parramatta was late 

and the primary vote dipped.”
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THE TONE OF THE LIBERAL CAMPAIGN for Western Sydney differed from messaging deployed 
elsewhere. ‘Religious freedom’, gender and sport and border security were prominent themes.

Morrison’s narrowcast campaigning on social conservatism in the Labor seat of Werriwa did not 
have the desired effect. The Liberal vote instead dipped (-4 per cent), leaking to the Liberal 
Democrats (+8.9), One Nation (+4.9) and the United Australia Party (+4.7).

The news was, however, worse for the progressive vote in Werriwa. The seat, once held by former 
Labor prime minister, Gough Whitlam, turned away from the party by nearly -8.2 per cent, with 
little pickup for the Greens (+1.2). Less of a concern but noteworthy nonetheless were dips in 
Labor primary support in Blaxland (-1.9) and Banks (-1.1).

Outer western Sydney is no longer the zone of marginality. The next electoral battle for Western 
Sydney will be focussed in the region’s southwest.

NARROWCASTING AND
PROGRESSIVE DRIFT
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“Werriwa, once held by former Labor prime minister, Gough 

Whitlam, turned away from the party by nearly -8.2 per cent.”
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THE OUTCOME IN WERRIWA AND NEIGHBOURING FOWLER, where centre-right independent Dai 
Le overran the former Labor stronghold, is not insignificant. It sets southwestern Sydney up as a 
new potential contest over social conservatism and progressive values at the next election.

The political jolt in Sydney’s southwest will likely resonate at the state level with socially 
conservative Premier, Dominic Perrottet, seeking re-election in March 2023, and needing to hold a 
clutch of marginal southwestern Sydney seats (East Hills and Holsworthy).

The state Liberals will no doubt also look closely at McIntosh’s success, against the trend, in 
Lindsay. The overlapping state seat of Penrith, held by Deputy Premier, Stuart Ayres is marginal, 
and likely sensitive to the localised issues McIntosh championed.

For Labor, the strong appeal of highly localised candidates and community issues will be a 
consideration. Going against political convention and promoting community aspirations ahead of 
large scale infrastructure projects may present a compelling alternative at the poll. It may be time 
for politicians to resist the hardhat and hi-vis vest in favour of community infrastructure.

STATE ELECTION
IMPLICATIONS
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“It may be time for politicians to resist the hardhat and

hi-vis vest in favour of community infrastructure.”
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AGAINST THE BACKDROP of the COVID-19 pandemic and disillusionment with both major 
parties, the United Australia Party’s messaging centred on protecting personal ‘freedom’. This 
pitch resonated with a significant, but contained, proportion of South Western Sydney residents.

Despite a campaign investment of close to $100 million, the UAP’s share of first preference votes 
nationally rose by just 0.64 per cent. The gain in NSW (+0.5) was lower still, equating to just 3.9 per 
cent of first preferences overall.

By contrast, the UAP’s proportion of first preference votes increased by as much as 4.5 per cent in 
South Western Sydney. Voters in McMahon and Werriwa proved particularly strong supporters, 
directing 9.4 and 9 per cent of first preferences respectively to the UAP. A clear correlation exists 
between these increases and areas affected by strict public health lockdowns.

It remains to be seen how this not insignificant portion of voters engages with politics post-
election, and whether a change in government and the continued relaxation of restrictions will 
alter their outlook on both major parties. It is certain that strategists on both sides will be 
monitoring this closely in the lead up to the state election.

IS GOLD THE NEW 
TEAL IN THE SOUTHWEST?

WESTERN SYDNEY VOTES: THE RESULTS
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“UAP support increased by as much as 4.5 per cent.”
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ONE OF THE MOST NOTABLE OUTCOMES of the election nationwide took place in Fowler. Labor 
lost the seat for the first time in its history, with the Deputy Mayor of Fairfield City Council and 
former Liberal candidate Dai Le winning election as an independent.

Le’s campaign messaging, centred around being a local candidate who understood the electorate’s 
issues proved highly effective, resulting in a 16.3 per cent swing against Labor, and its installed 
candidate, former NSW premier and federal senator, Kristina Keneally.

Swings to Dai Le of 30.2 and 23.2 per cent in the Cabramatta and Fairfield clusters respectively 
proved catastrophic for Labor. These high swings align with the Fairfield/Cabravale ward that Le 
represents in her role as Councillor, and underline her popularity within the local community.

While not insignificant, the swings outside of those clusters were modest in comparison. In 
particular, the swing of 6.8 per cent in the Liverpool cluster which sits outside of Le’s council 
boundaries, demonstrates the importance of name recognition to her campaign.

THE LOCAL 
INDEPENDENT

THE ELECTORATE OF FOWLER
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“Swings to Dai Le of 30.2 and 23.2 percent in Cabramatta and  

Fairfield proved catastrophic for Labor.”
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IN BANKS, THE LIBERAL HELD SEAT ADJACENT to Fowler, the party’s share of the primary vote in 
the once Labor stronghold has grown by 11.7 per cent since 2007. That gain was nearly halved in 
the 2022 poll.

Banks has slightly higher than average education, income and home ownership than Western 
Sydney as a whole. It is also an older population, with lower than the region’s average rates of 
linguistic diversity but higher levels of religious faith.

Sitting member, David Coleman suffered a -5.6 per cent primary vote swing and a 2.6 per cent dip 
in two party-preferred support, leaving the Liberals with one of the most slender margins in 
Western Sydney, at 3.7 per cent. The seat, which Coleman has held since 2013, is now highly 
contestable at the next election, with Labor’s fortunes also mixed.

Labor was able to make up some ground in the Hurstville South and Peakhurst clusters, with 5.8 per 
cent and 2.6 per cent swings respectively. By contrast, a 2.3 per cent swing to the Liberal party in 
the Padstow cluster ensured that Coleman was able to hold onto the seat. It will be a focal point for 
both major parties and minors and independents at the next poll.

TIGHTENING MARGINS
THE ELECTORATE OF BANKS
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“Banks has slightly higher than average education, income and 

home ownership levels than Western Sydney as a whole.”
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CHANGING HANDS
THE ELECTORATE OF REID
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TO THE NORTH OF BANKS AND FOWLER and on the eastern edge of Parramatta, the electorate of 
Reid was once Labor heartland, until won by Craig Laundy for the Liberals in 2013. Dr Fiona 
Martin retained the seat for the Liberals on Laundy’s retirement from politics in 2019.

Reid has the highest level of university degree attainment (37 per cent) of any electorate in 
Western Sydney. It also one of the region’s most culturally and linguistically diverse seats, with well 
above average rates of religious faith. The seat voted in favour of Same Sex Marriage at the 2017 
survey, challenging assumptions about social conservatism and religiosity.

Reid was the sole gain for Labor in Western Sydney, with a very strong performance by Sally Sitou
resulting in considerable swings against the Liberals across all booth clusters.

In particular, Sitou’s focus on local issues in the Olympic Park Cluster, including internet and mobile 
network connectivity, would have likely been a key contributor to the large swing of 10.7 per cent 
towards Labor. There were also considerable swings towards Labor in the Burwood and Strathfield 
clusters of the electorate, highlighting the strong impact of Sitou’s community focused campaign.

“Reid has the highest level of university degree attainment

of any electorate in Western Sydney… it is also one of the 

region’s most culturally and linguistically divers seats.”
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TAKING IN THE BLUE MOUNTAINS and the Richmond and Windsor regions, Macquarie is a peri 
urban electorate that spans an interesting range of voter demographics, attitudes and concerns. 
The seat was profoundly impacted by fire and flood emergencies during the last parliamentary 
term, and consciousness of these issues has substantially risen in recent years.

Going into the election Macquarie was the nation’s most marginal seat, with Susan Templeman 
holding it for Labor by just 371 votes. A notably strong campaign from Templeman, focused on 
climate, emergency management, internet connectivity and local health and education 
infrastructure, increased that two party-preferred margin to 7.7 per cent.

Positive results in the Hawkesbury section of the Macquarie electorate were critical Templeman’s 
victory, with swings of 10.8 and 7.9 per cent towards Labor in the Richmond and Windsor clusters 
respectively. There were more moderate swings towards Labor in the Mountains, contributing to 
Templeman extending her margin by a considerable amount. The Liberal primary vote declined by -
10.2 per cent, and the Green primary vote stabilised at +1.4 per cent.

OPENING UP A 
SIZEABLE LEAD

THE ELECTORATE OF MACQUARIE
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“There continues to be a visible divide between the two party-

preferred vote in the Blue Mountains and the Hawkesbury.”
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GOING AGAINST 
THE TREND

THE ELECTORATE OF LINDSAY
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AT THE BASE OF THE BLUE MOUNTAINS and taking in the outer Western suburbs clustered around 
the T1 rail line, Lindsay was once a bellwether electorate, generally changing in accordance with 
national electoral shifts. Liberal member, Melissa McIntosh has broken that trend.

Lindsay is not without its challenges. It has among the lowest rates of educational attainment in 
Western Sydney. It is also distinctive. Alongside Labor held Macarthur and Macquarie, the seat of 
Lindsay has comparatively low rates of cultural diversity compared to the rest of Western Sydney.

McIntosh was the only Liberal member of parliament in Western Sydney who extended her margin, 
attracting a 1.5 per cent two party-preferred swing, demonstrating her popularity locally.

Strong results (54 per cent 2PP) in the Cambridge Park, Penrith and Londonderry clusters provided 
McIntosh with the platform for victory, which was built on an intensive and engaged local focus. 
The only positive for Labor in Lindsay was a 4.9 per cent swing towards the party in the Glenmore 
Park cluster. The party will look to continue to build on that result ahead of the next poll.

“The swing towards the Liberals of 5.4 per cent in the St Marys

area is a strong result for McIntosh and likely a concern for Labor.”
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PROFESSOR ANDY MARKS was appointed Director of the Centre for Western Sydney in late 2019. 
He is also the CEO of the NUW Alliance and Pro Vice-Chancellor, Strategy, Government and 
Alliances at Western Sydney University. He leads major strategic initiatives with government, 
industry, and the community.

Andy has a PhD and first-class honours in political science and literature. He writes regular columns 
for the Sydney Morning Herald and the Daily Telegraph. He is also an occasional panellist on ABC 
Sydney’s ‘political forum’ and a regular on The Drum.

Andy is also Chair of the Western Sydney Community Forum and a Non-Executive Director with 
Wentworth Healthcare Ltd. He is the founder of the CatalystWest interactive policy forum, and co-
founder of the Launch Pad start-up incubator.

Prior to his current role, Andy was senior researcher with the St Vincent de Paul Society and the 
Smith Family, a Council member at the University of New England, and an ARIA nominated 
professional musician and composer.

About the authors

THE CENTRE FOR WESTERN SYDNEY is a regional think tank based at Western Sydney University. 
The Centre is about putting the voices of the region first. That objective is pursued via 
conversations, collaborative research, and advocacy for, and with, the western Sydney region.

About the Centre

@DrAndyMarks www.westernsydney.edu.au/cwscws@westernsydney.edu.au
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TOM NANCE is the Manager, Strategy and Delivery with Western Sydney University. He is 
responsible for shaping and contributing to its regional policy and advocacy agenda, and 
collaborates on key Centre for Western Sydney initiatives.

Tom has an extensive track record of negotiating and cultivating projects and partnerships across 
the government, business and community sectors that address a range of complex social, economic 
and systemic issues.

Previously, Tom held senior leadership roles in the not for profit sector, where he co-authored a 
range of reports which have shaped policy development and service delivery in Western Sydney, 
including Communities of Change, Home in Western Sydney and The Culturally Responsive 
Framework to Address Gambling Related Harm.

www.westernsydney.edu.au/cwscws@westernsydney.edu.au
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